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 Features The expansion includes seven new playable species of marine animals, and an additional six habitats. The new species
of animals include the Weddell seal, the harp seal, the Ross seal, the fur seal, the little penguin, the albatross and the grey whale.
The new habitats include the cold water tropical, cold water temperate, cold water tropical ocean, cold water temperate ocean,
warm water tropical, warm water temperate, and the warm water ocean. The expansion pack adds new interactive exhibits that

are required to have player's zoo to be completed. These include the Iceberg and Iceberg Chasing exhibits, and the Sea Life
exhibit. Marine Mania also includes new decor and objects that can be used in the new exhibits. Reception Marine Mania

received mostly positive reviews from critics, as GameSpot's Gavin Long called it "a great expansion, but not the absolute best"
and awarded it a score of 9/10. IGN gave the expansion a 9/10, calling it "an excellent expansion" and awarded it an Editor's

Choice rating. References External links Category:2007 video games Category:Business simulation games Category:Zoo Tycoon
Category:Video game expansion packs Category:Video games developed in the United States Category:Video games set in

Australia Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only gamesQ: IOS: Glide and KVO I have been looking for a solution
for the following: I have a piece of code that populates a UITableView from a json object. Every now and then the json object
changes and as the table updates it needs to refresh the objects at the top of the table. As far as I know to do this you have to

perform a KVO observation on the object and then execute a reload on the UITableView to refresh the data. I have been
looking at several solutions and I found one that I didn't really understand, which made me wonder what the benefits/drawbacks

of the solution were? It seems that the solution is to use glide. Here is a line of code to call the solution: [self.tableView
reloadData]; self.tblSearchResults = [TJ_Class makeParseJSON:json]; The above code call is in a method which is called by a

slider. When the slider updates the amount of time taken for the 82157476af
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